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Abstract. We construct a sequence of univariate polynomials over an arbitrary Hilbertian field 
which are easy to compute and have symmetric Galois group. As a consequence we obtain that 
in any complexity class almost all polynomials have symmetric Galois group. All factors of such 
polynomials with suitable degree and coefficients from the decomposition field are hard to compute. 
Introduction 
In the sequel et t be a Hilbertian field, e.g., a field of finite type over its prime 
field with transcendence d gree I>1 in case of characteristic >0 (see [4, pp. 141 ft.]). 
Furthermore, let t '  be a purely transcendental extension of degree 3 over t and let 
X be an indeterminate over t'. 
First we shall construct a sequence (F~)d~N of polynomials F~ ~ t '[X] of degree 
deg F~ = d such that L(F'd) = O(log d) and such that the splitting field X~ of F~ 
is a Galois extension of t '  of degree [~/'~" t'] = d ! In this case we say that F~ has 
symmetric Galois group. (Here log means logarithm to the base 2, and L denotes 
Ostrowski's, i.e., the nonscalar, complexity measure for evaluating polynomials. For 
this notion compare, e.g., [6].) 
As t is a Hilbertian field, one easily concludes that there exist sequences (Fa)a~N 
of polynomials Fd ~ t [X]  with deg Fd = d which are easy to compute (i.e., with 
L(Fd) ---O(log d)) and which are separable with symmetric Galois group. 
As a consequence, we obtain that the polynomials over t with symmetric Galois 
group are dense in each complexity class (Theorem 1). To state this result explicitly, 
we need some preparatives. 
For d ~ N, we identify the polynomials F~ g[X] with deg F~ <d with the (d + 
1)-tuples of their coefficients interpreting them as points of the affine space t a+l. 
We consider t '~+1 as a topological space equipped with the Zariski topology. (A 
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closed set of this topology is a subset of t a+' which consists of the points of t a+' 
which annihilate a given ideal of (d + 1)-variate polynomials over t.) 
With these conventions we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 1. There exists a constant c> 0 with the following property: let F e t[ X] be 
an arbitrary polynomial of degree deg F = d which we consider as a point o f t  a+l. In 
each neighbourhood fF there exists a separable polynomial G e t[X] with deg G = d, 
L( G) <<- cL( F), and symmetric Galois group. 
Theorem 1 is a slight complexity-theoretical analogue of [7], which states that 
almost all of the univariate polynomials over Z have symmetric Galois group. 
Another esult we shall show is the following theorem. 
Theorem 2. Let F e t[X] be separable with deg F = d and splitting field ~. Assume 
that F has symmetric Galois group. Then, for each G e ~[X]  that divides F in ~[X]  
( in symbols: G IF), we have 
L(G)>~c~/(1 l°g deg G) 
log d • deg G, 
where c > 0 is a suitable constant. 
In particular, this implies that each polynomial O e ~[X]  with G[ F and deg O = 
[½d] has almost maximal complexity, with other words, G is 'hard to compute' 
(el. [6]). 
By Theorem 1, there are polynomials over t which are easy to compute and which 
have symmetric Galois group. Applying Theorem 2to these polynomials we obtain 
that there exist polynomials over t of arbitrary degree d e N which are themselves 
easy to compute but which have the property that each factor of them, of degree 
not too close to d, is hard to compute. This generalizes the main result of [5], which 
says that there are polynomials which are themselves easy to compute but which 
have hard factors. 
Furthermore, our results show the impossibility of proving interesting lower 
bounds for the complexity of polynomials by using only the size of the automorphism 
group of the corresponding splitting field. 
This note uses methods and notions of algebraic omplexity theory, algebra, and 
classical algebraic and Diophantine geometry. For complexity theory, we refer to 
[2] and the references given there, for algebra to [8], for algebraic geometry to 
[1, Chapter I], and for Diophantine geometry to [4, pp. 141 ft.]. The methods from 
classical algebraic geometry generally used in algebraic omplexity theory can be 
found in [3]. 
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Construction of a polynomial that is easy to compute and has symmetric Galois group 
By assumption, t '  is a purely transcendental extension of t of degree 3, say 
t '  = t(t, y, z), where t, y, z are algebraically independent over t. Since t is infinite, 
we can choose different elements a~, a2, a3 ~ 1.We set u := t - a l ,  v := t - a2, w := t - a3. 
For any d ~ N we define polynomials Pal, Qd, Rd ~ t '[X] as follows: 
Then 
Pd:=XdWX+y 
Qd := (X -  y)(Xd-~ + X + y) 
(X + X + y) (X  a-2 + X + z) 
Rd:= (X2+X+y) (X_z ) (Xd-3+X+z)  
P I :=X-y ,  QI:= 0, 
R3 := (X2+X+y)X,  
fo rd>l ,  
for d>2,  
for d = 1 mod 2, d > 3, 
for d=0mod2,  d>4,  
R~:=0, Q2:= 0, R2:= 0, 
R4 := (X 2 + X + y ) (X  - 1)X. 
F~ := vwPd + uwQd + uvRd 
belongs to t ' [X]  and has degree deg F~ = d. 
Let X~ be the splitting field of F~ over t'. We have the following proposition. 
Proposition. Y/'~ is a Galois field over t '  with [X~:t ' ]  = d! This means that F'd has 
symmetric Galois group. Furthermore, L(F'd) <~ 5 + 2 log d. 
Proof. We use the method of Dedekind-Bauer-Van-Der-Waerden for equalities 
without affect (see [7i 8,pp. 197 ff.]). Note F'd~t[t, y, z][X]. Furthermore, u, v, w 
are different irreducible lements of the factorial ring t[ t, y, z]. 
We have 
F'd =-- VWPd mod u, vw ~ 0 mod u, 
where Pd= xd  + X + y for d > 1; 
F'd E UWQd mod v, uw ~ 0 mod v, 
where Qa = (X - -y ) (Xd- I+X+y)  for d > 2; 
F'd -- uvRd rood w, uv ~ 0 rood w, 
where Rd=(X2+X+y) (xd-2+X+z)  for d - f lmod2,  d>3 and Rd = 
(X :+X+y) (X -z ) (Xd-3+X+z)  for d -=0mod2,  d>4.  
We consider F~ modulo u, v, w. This means that we have to consider Pal, Qd, Sd 
as elements of t[y, z][X]. We have d = deg F~ = deg Pd= deg Qd = deg Rd. One 
immediately sees that xd  + x + y, xd - I  + X + y, Xd-2 + X + z, Xd-3 + X + z and 
X2+ X+y are irreducible as elements of t[y, z][X]. Furthermore Pal, Qd, Rd are 
separable. So, applying the arguments of [8, pp. 197 ft.] to F~, we conclude that 
the splitting field ~ of F~ is a Galois extension of t '  and its Galois group operates 
as symmetric group on the d roots of F[~. Therefore, [~:  t'] = d [ 
The simple verification of L(F~)~< 5+2 log d is left to the reader. [] 
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The polynomial F~ has symmetric Galois group. By [8, pp. 197 it.], this can be 
expressed as the irreducibility of some polynomial 
Sa(t,y,z, U)~t(t ,y,z)[U],  
where U = ( Uo,. . . ,  Ud) and Uo,.. . ,  Ud are new indeterminates. Since t is Hilber- 
tian, there exist (infinitely many) z, ~7, ~ ~ t such that Sd (t, y, z, U) can be specialized 
to an irreducible polynomial Sd('i', ~7, ~, U) ~ t[ U]. Moreover, we can choose z, ~7, 
in such a way that Fd ~ 1IX], the polynomial obtained by substituting z, 7, ~ for 
t, y, z in F~, is separable and of degree deg Fa = d. 
The irreducibility of Sd(Z, 77, ~, U) and the separability of Fd then imply that Xd, 
the splitting field of Fd, is Galois over t and that Fd has symmetric Galois group. 
Thus, we have the following corollary. 
Corollary 1. For any d ~ N there exists a polynomial Fa ~ t[ X] with deg Fa = d and 
splitting field YC a such that Fa is separable with symmetric Galois group. Furthermore, 
we have 
L(Fa) <~ 5+2 log d. 
As a consequence of this corollary, we obtain the first theorem. 
Theorem 1. Let F ~ t[ X ] be an arbitrary polynomial with degree deg F = d. Consider 
F as a point of the a.~ne space ta+~, where 1 d+l is thought o be equipped with the 
Zariski topology. Then there exists, in each neighbourhood fF, a polynomial G ~ t[ X] 
with deg G = d, symmetric Galois group, and 
L(G)<~5+3L(F). 
ProoL Let F e t[X] and let Fd be as in Corollary 1. Let t be a new indeterminate 
and consider the polynomial in X 
tF + (1-  t)Fd ~ t[ t][ X]. 
According to [8, pp. 197 it.I, and assuming that tF+(1-  t)Fd is separable, there 
exists a polynomial S(t, U)et( t ) [U]  (where U= (U o, . . . ,  Ud)and Uo,. . . ,  Ud are 
new indeterminates) which is irreducible iff tF+(1--t)Fd has symmetric Galois 
group. 
Furthermore, S(t, U) is constructed in such a way that, for ¢e t with ~F+ 
(1 - 7")Fd c 1IX] separable and deg eF+ (1 - ~')Fd = d, the polynomial S(t, U) can 
be specialized to a polynomial S(¢, U) e t[ U] which is irreducible iff eF+ (1 - ¢)Fd 
has symmetric Galois group. Moreover, this specialization maps nontrivial factors 
of S(t, U) onto nontrivial factors of S(¢, U). Therefore, under these circumstances, 
if S(¢, U)e t[ U] is irreducible, we may conclude that S(t, U)~ t(t)[ U] is irreduc- 
ible, too. Now we put ~" = 0. Then the specialization t-~ ~- maps tF+ (1 - t)Fd onto 
Fd. Since d = deg tF+ (1 - t)Fd = deg Fd and since Fd is separable, tF+ (1 - t)Fd 
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is separable, too. Thus, S(t, U) ~ t(t)[  U] is defined. Since Fd ~ t [X]  has symmetric 
Galois group, we conclude that S(~', U )e / [U]  is irreducible. Therefore, tF+ 
(1 -  t)Fd is separable with symmetric Galois group. 
We write 
and 
F=adXd + " " "+ao, aa , . . . ,aoeg  
tF+(1- t )Fa=Aa( t )X  a +" " "+Ao(t), Aa( t ) , . . . ,Ao( t )~1[ t ] .  
Let Ya , . . . ,  Yo be new indeterminates and let U c t a+~ with 
U={(ya , . . . , yo )~td+~:P(ya , . . . , yo )~O},  Yo], 
be an open basis set of t a÷~. Assume that F is in U, i.e., P(aa , . . . ,  ao)~ O. By 
(aa , . . . ,  ao) = (Aa(1) , . . . ,  Ao(1)), we conclude P(Aa( t ) , . . . ,  Ao(t)) ~ O. So, since 
t is Hilbertian, tF+(1-  t)Fa is separable and since S(t, U) is irreducible, there 
exists • ~ t with rF + (1 - ¢) Fa ~ 1IX] separable, deg rF + (1 - r) Fa = d, 
P(  Ad(  ¢ ) ,  . . . , Ao( ¢) ) ~ O, and S( r, U) irreducible. 
Let G := ~'F+ (1 -  ¢)Fa. Then deg G = d, G is in U, and G is separable with 
symmeti'ic Galois group. Furthermore, we have 
L(G)  <~ L(F)  + L( Fe ) ~< 5 + L(F) + 2 log d ~ 5 + 3 L(F) 
since log d <~ L( F). [] 
The following theorem holds for an arbitrary but infinite field t. 
Theorem 2. Let F ~ 1[X] be separable with deg F = d and splitting field 5~. Assume 
that F has symmetric Galois group. Then, for each G ~ ~[X]  with G[ F, we have 
/" deg c. 
Proof. We are going to apply [2, Theorem 1]. For this purpose, let 
F=fdX d+' '  "+fo~g[X] ,  G=g~X~+ -" "+goeX[X]  with G[F. 
Without loss of generality, we may assume 0< c = deg G < d and g~ = 1. Let GR = F, 
R = ra_cX d-c +" • • + ro E 5~[X]. Then we have, for i = 0 , . . . ,  d - c, 
ra-¢_, + E g~-ira-~-t = fd-,. (1) 
j+l=i 
o<j~c,O~l<i 
Solving the system (1) of linear equations we see that there exist polynomials 
Rd_ , , . . . ,  Ro e I [G , , . . . ,  Go] (where G , , . . . ,  Go are new indeterminates) such that 
max{deg Rd-c ,  • • •, deg Ro} <~ d - c 
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and 
Let 
rd - , - i  = Rd-c - i (gc ,  . . . , go ) ,  i = 0 , . . . ,  d - c. 
Q_l: = G , -1 ,  Qi := --fd-i + Rd- , - i  + Y~ 
j+ l f i  
O<j~c.,O~j<i 
Gc- jRd-c - !  
for i = O, . . . ,  d - c. Then {Q-1 = 0 , . . . ,  Qd-, = O} exactly describes the monic factors 
(in J~[X]) of F of degree c. {Q-1 = 0 , . . . ,  Qd-c = O} is a d-definable O-dimensional 
Zariski-closed subset of Y/'c+~ which contains G (we consider 0 as a point of yfc+t). 
Furthermore, we have max{deg Q- l ,  .. •, deg Qd-1} ~< d - c + 1. 
Next we show that G E Y/IX] has (d) conjugates over ~. Since Yf is the splitting 
field of F, we have 
As F is separable, G is monic, and O IF , we have 
with F : -  {T~,. • •, %} c 0 and cardinality #F  = c. Moreover, since ~" has symmetric 
Galois group, for each A c 0 with #A = c, there exists an automorphism ca : ~ Yf 
such that ,a (F )  = A. For A, A 'c  0 with #A -- #A'= c, we have ~'a(O) = ,a,(O) iff 
A = A'. Hence, G has (d) conjugates over t which are all monic factors of F of 
degree c. 
Now we are ready to apply [2, Theorem 1]. In our particular case this theorem 
implies 
log c-~'- -7+ 1)" 
The remaining part of the proof is devoted to simplify (2). First we observe that 
c c -1  1 
So we conclude 
whence 
log c(d - c+ 1) 
(2). 
log d - log  c 1 ( logc)  
~logc(d_c+l )  C~ l - l og  d c. (3) 
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Since c = deg G, (2) and (3) imply 
L(G)~> ~8 (I l°g deg G) deg G >~ 71- ~/( log d 
as desired. [] 
log deg (3) 
1 log d deg G 
Theorem 2 can be rephrased as follows. 
Theorem 2'. I f  F e g[X] is separable with splitting field ~, then all factors G ~ X[X] 
ofF with degree not too close to deg F have almost maximal nonscalar complexity ( cf. 
[6]). 
More specifically, we have the following corollary. 
Corollary 2. Let notations and assumptions be as in Theorem 2. In particular, let 
deg G = [½d]. Then 
d 
L( G)>~l ~/21og d • 
For t Hilbertian Corollary 2, combined with Theorem 1, implies that almost all 
polynomials F ~ 1IX] with deg F = d (and, in particular, the easy ones) have the 
property that all their factors of degree [½dJ are hard to compute. 
This generalizes the main result of [5], which merely says that there exist easy 
polynomials over t = O with hard factors without specifying these factors. Further- 
more, our result also holds for any prime characteristic. 
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